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1.

Internet providers would not block content because
it would (not to be make economic sense) and
consumers would not stand for it.

Note : Parallel construction (parallelism) dh errors dks
avoid djus ds fy, Manisha Bansal Ma'am dh Book
Jumbled Paragraphs & Sentences esa checklist t:j i<+saA

1. not be making economical sense

Grammar Concept :

2. not be make economical sense

v
Bare Infinitive :

3. not make economic sense

Model ds ckn Bare Infinitive (infinitive without to,
first form of verb) dk use fd;k tkrk gSA

4. No improvement

Model - Shall, Should, Will, Would, Can, Could, May,
Might, Must, Need not, Dare not etc.

Sol. ;g sentence "parallel construction" dk example gS]
vr% "parallel construction" ds vuqlkj]

Eg: You shall accept these terms.

...................... would not block .........................
...................... would not make ..........................

•

He will write soon.

...................... would not stand ..........................

•

She should consult a dentist.

Internet providers would not block content because
it would not make economic sense and consumers
would not stand for it.

•

You must leave this Sunday.

vr% lgh answer option (3) not make economic sense
gSA

•

He dare not touch my wallet.

•

You need not wait for him.

•

Do, does, did ds ckn Hkh bare infinitive iz;qDr gksrk gSA
Eg. I didn't see you at the concert. (Negative)

•

Grammar Concept :

Do they open at nine O'clock on weekdays? (Question)

•
He does look smart in his new suit. (Emphatic)
v
Parallel Construction
dqN verbs tSls - bid, feel, hear, help, let, know,
•
nks ;k nks ls vf/kd equally important ideas dks leku
make, notice, observe, see, watch etc. ds lkFk Hkh
grammatical structure es a fy[kuk parallel
bare infinitive dk use fd;k tkrk gSA
construction dgykrk gSA
•
Let me try this recipe.
Eg: I came; I saw; I conquered. Julius Caesar
Eg: Alice likes cooking, jogging, and to read.
bl sentence esa parallel construction dks follow ugh
fd;k x;k gS D;ksafd blesa nks gerunds rFkk ,d infinitive gSA
bls parallel construction esa fy[kk tk;s rks rhu gerunds ;k
rhu infinitives iz;qDr gksaxsaA
•

Alice likes cooking, jogging and reading.

Or

•

Alice likes to cook, jog and read.
Eg: They fought in the streets, the fields and in the
woods. ()

•

They fought in the streets, in the fields and in the
woods. ()
Or

•

They fought in the streets, the fields and the woods. ()

•

dqN conjunctions, parallel construction esa iz;qDr gksrs gSaA
tSls&

•

The manager made me write the notice.

•

We made her finish the experiment.

•

Bid her leave the office immediately.

•

The colonel bade the battalion stop firing.

•

He saw her take away his bag.

•

He heard her cry with pain.

•

She felt something soft touch her hands.

•

I notice them come in.

•

But when these verbs are used in passive sentences
to + verb form is used.
Eg: He was made to sing.

both………and, not only……….but also
either………..or, neither…………nor
whether…….or
Note : Parallel construction ds concepts dks detail esa
analyse djus ds fy, Manisha Bansal Ma'am dh Book
Cloze Test t:j i<+saA

•

These regulations were made to protect children.

•

She has been heard to make threats to her former
lover.

•

He was observed to follow her closely.

•

He was seen to enter the building about the time the
crime was committed.

•

He was seen to take my book.

•

But let does not take to + verb in any case.
Eg: He was let go. ()
He was let to go. ()
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"An interview after the campaign ends (is the
normal) for every candidate and every campaigner
in every election," he said.

Grammar Watchdog :
tc fdlh Typical, standard or regular pattern ds fy,
noun form dh requirement gksrh gS rc “norm” ç;qDr gksrk
gS rFkk tc adjective form dh requirement gksrh gS rc
'normal' ç;qDr gksrk gSA
Eg. Smaller families have become the norm.

1. is the norm
2. is the normally
3. is continuality
4. No improvement
Sol. bl Question esa tks improvement (bold) okyk part gS& is
the normal esa the ds ckn noun vk;sxk ;fn the ds ckn
adjective vk;s rks fdlh noun dks introduce djok;k tk;sxkA



James Bond had a normal childhood.



normal working hours.



normal way/ immunity/ range.



normal part/ size/life.

pkjksa options esa norm, continuality rFkk normal gh noun
gS rFkk normally adverb gSA continuality, irrelevant gS
vr% lgh answer norm ;k normal esa ls gh ,d gksxkA
v

vr% lgh answer option (1) is the norm gSA

Difference between norm and normal
3.

Norm, parts of speech esa noun ;k verb dh Hkkafr ç;qDr gksrk
gSA
Norm (noun) :

1. Offencing

Norm tc noun dh Hkkafr ç;qDr gksrk gS rc bldk vFkZ&ß,slh
situation ;k behavior tks expected gksÞ ;k dksbZ rule gksÞ ds
sense esa ç;qDr gksrk gSA

2. Offending
3. Offence
4. No improvement

bl sense esa norm lkekU;r% article 'the' ysrk gSA
•

•

The tribunal noted that the driver of the (offend)
truck did not lead any evidence in rebuttal of the
claims.

Sol. Offend is a verb which means to commit an illegal act.
Here we have to use an adjective that qualifies the
noun 'truck', so 'offending' is the correct option.
Offending is used only before noun. (Attributive)

Eg. Small families are the norm now a days.
In the inner-city areas, poverty is the norm rather than
the exception.
Note : tc Norm dh plural form “norms” ç;qDr gksrh gS rc
bldk vFkZ& “fdlh group ;k society esa accepted
behaviour” ds sense esa gksrk gSA
Eg. Social norms
Cultural norms.

offending vehicles is a collocation
Eg: The traffic jam soon cleared once the offending
vehicle had been removed.
offending photographs/vehicle/truck
When an adjective is used before a noun it is used
attributively.

Norm (verb) :
Norm tc verb dh Hkkafr ç;qDr gksrk gS rc bldk vFkZ&fdlh
“required standard dks establish djuk” gksrk gSA
Eg. You can use the information to norm the test series.

•

a black cat

•

A gloomy outlook

Normal (adj.) :

•

A slow journey

Normal dk eq[; use “adjective” dh form esa gksrk gSA

•

A large suitcase

adjective form esa normal dk vFkZ&“typical ;k ordinary” gksrk gSA

But when an adjective is used after a noun or
pronoun according the construction of the sentence
that is called predicatively.

Eg. It started out as a perfectly normal day.
•

Her temperature was normal.

•

In the normal course of events these things take
months.

•

The cat was black.

•

The future looks gloomy.

Normal (noun) :

•

The journey seemed slow.

Normal dk noun form esa vFkZ& “usual, ;k average level
or standard” gksrk gSA
quite/perfectly normal
above/below normal

•

They were growing tired.
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Eg. As a major health risk, hepatitis is second only to
tobacco.

Offending - Relating to the committing of an illegal
act or the breaking of a rule.
Eg. Reminded of unpleasant reality, public opinion
swung to censure the offending speaker.
Offence - a crime that breaks a particular law and
requires a particular punishment.

•

The spreadsheet application is second only to word
processing in terms of popularity.

•

Rice is second only to corn as the state's major crop.
vr% lgh answer option (1) second only to Paris gSA

Offencing - no such word exists.
vr% lgh answer option (2) offending gSA
4.

6.

(It is been seen) as a "prestige battle" for the PM and
a litmus test for the president of the opposition party.

1. illegally

1. It have been seen

2. illegal

2. It is being seen

3. legality

3. It had being seen

4. No improvement
Sol. bl question esa tks part bold gS... (legally) mlls igys called
it ..... vk;k gS tks word ;gk¡ iz;qDr gksxk og parts of speech esa
adjective gksxkA

4. No improvement
Sol. The structure of present continuous tense using
passive verb is

•

pkjksa options esa dsoy illegal gh adjective gSA

Subject + is/am/are + being + VIII + Object +
complementary
Eg. He is singing a song. (Active)
A song is being sung by him. (Passive)

vr% lgh answer option (2) illegal gSA

Grammar Concepts

There is no structure like 'It is been seen' and 'It had
being seen' and "It have been seen".
•

While two judges in the majority said the practice
was arbitrary and, therefore, unconstitutional, the
third judge called it (legally).

Structure :
Call + somebody / something + adjective

It is been seen (incorrect structure).
It is seen(correct) Present simple passive
Eg: A week later, it is seen that everything is about the
same at home.

tc fdlh O;fDr ;k oLrq dks describe djuk gksrk gS rks call ds ckn
adjective vk;sxk rFkk lkekU;r% it dk iz;ksx gksrk gSA
Eg. Would you call it right or wrong?

•

It have been seen (incorrect structure).

Call + somebody/something + noun

•

It has been seen (correct) Present perfect passive
Eg: It has been seen that there are legal issues relating
to contribution payment problems, relating to double
taxation.

•

5.

tc call ds ckn noun vkrk gS rks describe djus ds sense ds
fy, noun ls igys article vk;sxkA
Eg. I wouldn't call Sanskrit an easy language.
Call + somebody / something + noun

vr% lgh answer option (2) it is being seen gSA

tc fdlh dks dksbZ particular name ;k title fn;k tkrk gS rc Hkh
call ds ckn noun iz;qDr gksrk gSA
Eg. They decided to call the baby Neil Arya.

The company hopes to eventually provide Singapore
with the second-biggest electric car-sharing service
in the world, (second to Paris only).

Vocabulary Point

It had being seen (incorrect) no structure exists.

illegal (adjective) - not allowed by the law
Eg: Their action was judged illegal by the
International Court.
Illegal is also a noun.

1. Second only to Paris
2. Second to only Paris
3. Only second to Paris

Illegal (noun) - a person who lives or works in a
country illegally.

4. No improvement
Sol. Second only to ,d phrase gSA If "B is second only to A"

Illegally is an adverb while we need an adjective
here.

bldk vFkZ ;g gksrk gS fd dsoy A gh B ls better ;k greater gSA
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Eg: He entered the country illegally.

Learn dh ,d structure ;g Hkh gS %

Legality (noun) is not suitable to the context.

Learn to do something
Eg. She is learning to play piano.
Neil is learning to dance.

Legality - the legal aspect of an action or a situation
Eg: They intended to challenge the legality of his
claim in the courts.
7.

•

vr% lgh answer option (1) made to learn to identify
gSA
Note : bl question ds detailed analysis ds fy, question
No. 1 ns[ksaA

The Centre would reconsider its draft and limit its
scope to just providing relief to women, (instead of
creating a new regulative)
1. instead of creating a new regulatory

9.

2. instead of making a new regulator
3. instead of creating a new regulation

The B109 funds are intended to offset the loss of
wages due to TB, and to help with (both travelling
and nutrition).
1. both traveled and nutrition

4. No improvement

2. both travelling and nutritional

Sol. A noun should be used here because new is an
adjective. so according to construction we have to
use noun here.

3. both travel and nutrition
4. No improvement

both 'regulation' and 'regulator' are nouns while
regulatory and regulative are adjectives. Now the
difference in the meaning of both the nouns is as
follows.

Sol. ;g question Hkh parallel construction ij based gSA
---- and ---- ls igys rFkk ckn esa tks words vk;saxs mudk parts
of speech leku gksxk] vr% travel and nutrition lgh
combination gksxk D;ksafd nksuksa gh noun gSA

Regulation-A rule or directive made and maintained
by an authority.
Eg. Under the new regulations spending on office
equipment will be strictly controlled.

vr% lgh answer option (3) gksxkA
Note : Parallel construction dh detailed study ds fy,
bl paper dk question No. 1 refer djsaA

Regulator -A person or thing that regulates
something.
Eg. An independent regulator will be appointed to
ensure fair competition.

10.

But understanding what constitutes such (a miracle
diet), and making sure that patients get it, isn't as
straightforward as it seems.

According to the given sentence 'regulation' is the
correct usage.

1. a miraculous diet

Hence option (c) is correct.

3. an miracling diet

2. a miracling diet
4. No improvement

8.

Sol. bl question esa bold part .... (a miracle diet) .... esa diet ,d
noun gS vr% diet dks qualify djus ds fy, ;gka ,d adjective
dh requirement gSA

The duo's network was (made to learn identify)
true signals using previously vetted signals; they
then studied the weaker signals.

Miracle ,d noun gS rFkk bldh adjective form
miraculous gSA pkjksa option esa dsoy miraculous gh
adjective gSA

1. made to learn to identify
2. made to learning to identify
3. made learning to identify

Miracling dksbZ word ugha gSA

4. No improvement

Miraculous (adjective) - Of the nature of a miracle
or having the power to work miracles.
Eg. I felt amazed and grateful for our miraculous
escape.

Sol. The bold part of the sentence follows the passive
structure, normal infinitive (was made to learn)
should be used.
Learn ds lkFk normal infinitive dk use fd;k tkrk gSA vr%
right answer is (1) made to learn to identify.

Miracle (noun) - A remarkable event or development

that brings very welcome consequences.

Eg. He learned to ride when he was about three years old.
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11.

Eg. It was a miracle that more people hadn't been
killed.

The pen whose nib is broken cannot be used now.

vr% lgh answer option (1) a miraculous dies gSA

Its antecedent is not expressed. Sometimes, What
cannot be expressed in words must be understood.
She had purchased what she wanted to buy.

What is always used to refer to things.

The Centre's bid to dispel the pall of gloom over the
economy (have been helped) in recent weeks by a
rating.

vr% lgh answer option (3) which is not a path gSA

1. had been help

13.

3. have been helping

Without any exaggeration, the provision will ensure
that legislators (keep a voice) in finalizing the terms
and conditions of the agreement.

4. No improvement

1. have a voice

2. has been helped

2. head a voice

Sol. Singular subjects take singular verb. Here the subject
is 'the centre's bid' which is singular, so 'has' should be
used instead of 'have'.

3. lost a voice
4. No improvement

Eg: Any history of rock and roll festivals is sure to begin
with the concert at Woodstock.

Sol. 'Have a voice' is an idiom which means to have an
active and participatory role in making or
influencing a decision about something.
Eg. The best thing about working for a smaller
company is that it finally feels like everyone has avoice
in how it should operate.
Have ls related dqN phrases.
Eg: have a headache, have a sleep, have a dream, have
a chat, have a quarrel, have a fight

vr% lgh answer option (2) has been helped gSA
12.

Expensive oil could hit consumption and public
investment and dent private investment (what is
not a path) to a sustained revival.
1. who is not a path
2. whom is not a path
3. which is not a path

14.

Which is used for things and animals.

(As soon after the players arrived) in decorated
cars, the ceremony began with traditional African
drummers and dancers blowing conch shells.
1. Soon after the players arrive

The book which I gave him is lost.

2. Soon after the players arrived

The deer which was killed was carried to the village.
'Who' is used for persons and 'which' or 'that' is used
for things and animals.

3. As soon as the players arrived after

4. No improvement
Sol. 'Which' is the correct usage here.

4. No improvement
Sol. The correct structure is -

'Who' and 'whom' are used for persons only. These
have same forms whether they refer to a singular or
plural noun or any noun of masculine, feminine or
common gender.
•

The man who is wearing a pink shirt is my teacher.
(singular)

Soon after + noun + VII + (past simple tense).
Eg: Soon after the visitors left to get ready for the
wedding.
Soon after, Mrs. John grew more composed, and sank
into a dozing state.

•

The ladies who attended the party were happy.
(plural)

vr% lgh answer option (2) Soon after the players
arrived gSSA

The boy was blessed by the blind man whom he had
helped to cross the road.
Whose is used for both persons and things.
Eg: The chair whose colour is blue is mine.
The teacher called the students whose average marks
were low.
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vr% lgh answer option (1) or guide it further gSA

(They have hold), it is in the fitness of things that
the legislature should be taken into confidence on
Brexit.

Grammar wathdogs :
Further / farther

1. They have holding
2. They have held

18.

3. They has held
4. No improvement
Sol. The bold part of the sentence follows the structure
of present perfect tense
i.e. Subject + has/have + Viii + Object +
complementary.

•
•

16.

1. had come

2. coming

3. will come

4. No Improvement

Present perfect + future simple
bl sentence ds 2 part gS tks and ls tqM+s gq, gSA and
"parallel argument" dks represent djrk gSA bl
sentence dk first part present tense esa gS] vr% bldk
second part present ;k future tense esa gh gksxkA

Hence 'held' should be used in place of 'hold'.
•

We have made progress in our development
journey, and people (came) out in large numbers
to vote for development.

Structures
They have holding (incorrect)
They have been holding (correct)
They have hold (incorrect)
They have held (correct)
They has held (incorrect)
They have held (correct)

vr% came, had come rFkk coming rhuksa gh incorrect
usage gSA
vr% lgh answer option (3) will come gSA
19.

Whatever said and done, (not less vital) is the
future of the border separating Northern Ireland
from the Irish Republic.

It also indicates the caveats and failure modes in
the model need to be improved before (been used
independently).
1. been using independently
2. being used independently

1. any less vital

3. been independently

2. more less vital

4. No improvement

Sol. No less - Used to suggest, often ironically, that
something is surprising or impressive.

Sol. bl question es a bold part been used
independently gS] bl structure esa been ls igys
helping verb vk;sxh ysfdu fdlh Hkh option esa helping
verb ugha nh xbZ gS] vr% bl sentence dks improve djuk
iM+sxkA

Eg. Day three took us to a site no less impressive,
aptly named Mysterious Lagoon.

Option (1) been using independently incorrect gS]
,slh dksbZ structure ugha gksrhA

•

The hikes are no less embarrassing now.

•

Yesterday's was very different but no less spectacular

Option (3) been independently incorrect gS] ,slh Hkh
dksbZ structure ugha gksrhA

3. no less vital
4. No improvement

vr% lgh answer option (3) no less vital gSSA
17.

bl sentence esa 2 part gS tks fd before ls tqM+s gq, gSA igyk
part present simple tense esa gS] rFkk before ds ckn
nwljk part sentence dh structure ds vuqlkj present
simple dk passive participle gksxkA

It nuances the larger debate on whether such
votes should override the will of the legislature,
(or guided it further).
1. or guide it further

vr% lgh answer option (2) Being used
independently gSA

2. or guide it to farther
3. or guidance further
4. No improvement
Sol. ;g question Hkh parallel construction ij based gSA
..... or .... ls igys verb dh first form iz;qDr dh xbZ gS vr% or
ds ckn Hkh verb dh first form gh iz;qDr gksxhA
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20.

A new chapter (may been put forth) that India
gained Independence only in the last one year and
not in 1947.

the rear of; at the back of
Eg: A placid woman in uniform was sitting behind
the raised desk.

1. may have been putted forth

Across - extending from one side to the other side.
When something happens across a place or
organization, it happens equally everywhere
within it.
Eg: Thousands of workers across all state agencies
are to be fired by March 31st.

2. may be put forth
3. may be left forth
4. No improvement
Sol. The sentence follows the structure of modal
simple tense using passive verb:

vr% lgh answer option (3) across the state gSA

Subject + modal + be + Viii + by + Object +
complementary
Eg. You may be appointed very soon.
•

22.

All anti people laws must be opposed by the citizens.
vr% lgh answer option (2) may be put forth gSA

Election was an 'opinion minus democracy' in
which the innocent and helpless (people were
pitted among) government's muscle power State
machinery.
1. people were pitted against

21.

According to an official spokesperson, polling was
held amid tight security arrangements in 29
municipal councils and panchayats (over the
State).

2. people are pitted against
3. people would pitted against
4. No improvement
Sol. Pit somebody/something against

1. besides the State

fdlh O;fDr ;k oLrq ds against dksbZ conflict ;k
competition esa Hkkx ysukA

2. behind the State
3. across the State

Pit ds ckn preposition against dk iz;ksx fd;k tkrk gS uk
fd among dkA

4. No improvement
Sol. Usage of all the prepositions given in the question
are as follows:

Eg: You will be pitted against people who are every
bit as good as you are.

Over-position (higher than; not in contact with
the surface)
Eg. He looked at himself in the mirror over the table.
Besides-in addition to
Eg. I think she has many good qualities besides
being very beautiful.

•

Lawyers and accountants felt that they were being
pitted against each other.

•

A chance to pit your wits against the world
champions (= in a test of your intelligence)
vr% lgh answer option (1) people were pitted
against gSA

Behind - in or to a position further back than; at
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